There will be an exciting social programme beginning with a Civic Reception hosted by the City of Glasgow, followed by visits to the Edinburgh Military Tattoo, a distillery and a castle, while there will be a conference dinner open to all participants. The registration fee will be fully inclusive of the conference sessions and all social activities. In addition, there will be an accompanying person’s programme to fill in the gaps in the social programme!!

Glasgow has two airports with direct connections to London, Amsterdam, New York, Philadelphia, Dubai and many European airports. The city has received many accolades and none other than Lonely Planet stated that “Not only is a stay in Glasgow a highlight of any trip to Scotland, it’s essential.”

Further details will appear in due course on the conference website, which can be accessed directly at www.glasgow.ac.uk/ice2013 or via the Society website www.electrocardiology.org. Abstract submission, registration and booking of accommodation will all be undertaken via the web with the support of the University of Glasgow. Further information can also be obtained from ice2013@glasgow.ac.uk
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